Can personalised hygienic masks be used to attack face recognition systems?
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Abstract

The proliferation of automated face recognition (FR) necessitates increasingly accurate person identification. The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the limitations of FR systems when presented with faces occluded by hygienic masks. However, the security risks of personalised hygienic mask attacks, whereby an attacker wears the mask on which the bottom part of an enrolled user’s face is printed, have not yet been studied. To address this research gap, we introduce a novel face dataset consisting of smartphone-recorded videos of real (bona-fide) faces and personalised hygienic mask attacks. We also analyse the vulnerability of two state-of-the-art FR systems to this type of attack, using our dataset. Our results indicate that personalised hygienic mask attacks have the potential to compromise system security, particularly for FR systems that are tuned towards optimising user convenience. These findings underscore the importance of developing suitable Presentation Attack Detection (PAD) algorithms. Our dataset will help researchers and practitioners work towards this goal, thereby enhancing the security and reliability of FR systems.

1. Introduction

Although automated face recognition (FR) technologies have been investigated since the 1960s, the past decade has seen unprecedented gains in the recognition accuracy thanks to the adoption of deep neural networks. For this reason, FR has gained significant attention as a reliable means of human identity management, with applications ranging from verification in personal devices (e.g., smartphones) to large-scale identification (e.g., surveillance). Despite considerable progress in improving the accuracy of these technologies, FR systems continue to struggle against many difficult challenges, such as the ability to recognize occluded faces. A recent example is the difficulty of recognising faces covered by hygienic masks, studied in [1][2]. However, the effect of personalised hygienic masks on FR systems has thus far been overlooked.

While the primary purpose of hygienic masks is to protect individuals from viruses such as COVID-19, they have also become a fashion statement and a means of personal expression. As such, personalised masks have gained popularity in recent years, where people customise their hygienic masks with various designs, patterns, and images. Some individuals have even taken mask personalisation a step further, by printing the bottom half of their face onto their mask [3]. This trend has gained attention in the media and has raised concerns about its potential impact on FR technologies, particularly in security-sensitive areas such as airports, banks, and other high-security facilities [4][5].

This paper studies the vulnerability of FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks. This type of attack involves printing the bottom part of an enrolled user’s face onto a hygienic mask, then placing the mask onto an attacker’s face to try to fool the FR system into accepting the attacker as the genuine user they are attempting to impersonate. Our two main contributions are the following:

1. A new public dataset[1] of face videos, including bona-fide (i.e., normal, non-attack) videos, videos of personalised hygienic mask attacks, and videos of printed photograph and phone replay attacks for comparison (e.g., see Figure [1]). All face videos were captured using the ‘selfie’ cameras of five different smartphones.
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Figure 1. Video frames of bona-fide recordings for the same data subject, captured during two data acquisition sessions, and the three types of attacks present in our new dataset (captured using iPhone 12’s ‘selfie’ camera).
2. An evaluation of how easy it is to fool FR systems into accepting an attacker as the genuine user they are attempting to impersonate via a personalised hygienic mask attack. We present an assessment of the vulnerability of two state-of-the-art FR systems to this type of attack, and we compare this to the systems’ vulnerability against printed photograph and phone replay attacks. The code for this analysis is publicly available to enable other researchers to reproduce our results.

As far as we are aware, neither a study nor a public dataset of personalised hygienic mask attacks exists in the literature. Our aforementioned contributions aim to fill these gaps. This work will provide insights into the dangers of personalised hygienic mask attacks, in terms of their ability to fool FR systems and thereby jeopardise their security.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 considers related work from the literature, Section 3 describes our new (public) face dataset, Section 4 analyses the vulnerability of two state-of-the-art FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks, and Section 5 presents concluding remarks and plans for future work.

2. Related work

This section considers face presentation attack (PA) datasets and literature on FR system vulnerability analysis.

**Face PA datasets:** As the face PAD domain has gained increasingly more attention over the past 10 years, several datasets have been acquired and shared in the scientific literature. Our analysis of the literature allowed us to identify at least 23 relevant datasets, grouped by PA in Figure 2.

To the best of our knowledge, hygienic masks are only present in CRMA [8] (not publicly available), where the bona-fide data subjects were recorded both with and without masks; however, the hygienic masks themselves were not considered as a PA. Instead, this dataset contains print and replay attacks, which were generated for the data subjects with and without hygienic masks. This allowed the authors to examine the performance of several advanced PAD algorithms on print and replay attacks of masked faces under various experimental conditions, as well as to conduct a vulnerability analysis of FR systems to such attacks. Partial face attacks (top of the face printed on paper and placed over the attacker’s face) were presented in Rose-Youtu [22], but no specific studies on the effect of this occlusion have been reported. Other face occlusions, such as partial eyes, partial faces and paper crafts were presented in SiW-M-v2 [25], WMCA [26] and HQ-WMCA [28].

Most partial face attacks (printed half-faces, printed eyes, etc.), as well as the other attacks in the existing face datasets (e.g., print, replay, 3D masks) are unlikely to pose a real security threat in public places such as airports, since the attack would usually be evident to human observers. On the other hand, personalised hygienic mask attacks are more subtle and thus have the potential to go unnoticed, particularly if hygienic masks are allowed to be worn when passing through the FR system. For this reason, the focus of this work is on evaluating the vulnerability of state-of-the-art FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks, where the “personalisation” aspect involves printing the bottom part of a different person’s face onto the mask. We additionally contribute a publicly available dataset of both bona-fide and personalised hygienic mask attack face videos from 70 data subjects, covering a wide range of ages and ethnic backgrounds, with an almost equal male/female split.

**Vulnerability analysis:** Although PAD algorithms have been tested on partially occluded faces in much of the aforementioned research, vulnerability analysis for state-of-the-art FR systems has been performed only in [8]. In fact, the effect of hygienic masks on FR systems has been an open research problem since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Although [29] found that FR systems experience a drop in performance when the subjects wear hygienic masks, [8] showed that FR systems are significantly less...
vulnerable to print and replay PAs when the subject wears a mask compared to when full-face attacks are launched.

However, the vulnerability of FR systems to personalised hygienic mask PAs, where the bottom part of an enrolled user’s face is printed on the mask, has not yet been investigated. This is the aim of our paper, which will assess the vulnerability of two state-of-the-art FR systems, IRResNet100 and IRResNet50 [30], to personalised hygienic mask attacks. The results are presented in Section 4.4.

3. New Dataset

We believe that personalised hygienic mask attacks have the potential to pose a significant challenge to FR technologies, in terms of providing a relatively easy avenue for impersonation attacks. So, studying the vulnerability of FR systems to this type of attack is important, but there does not exist a public dataset of such attacks to perform this type of analysis. So, we collected a new face dataset, including personalised hygienic mask attacks, which will be released to the public to encourage further research in this domain.

Our new dataset consists of face videos of both bona-fide (non-attack) captures, as well as personalised hygienic mask attacks. Specifically, the dataset contains 1400 bona-fide videos with variations in pose and background, along with 345 videos of personalised hygienic mask attacks. For comparison, we also generated 1400 videos of printed photograph attacks, and 2800 videos of phone replay attacks.

The face data was obtained from 70 volunteers, each of whom participated in two data capture sessions. The data was acquired using the front (i.e., selfie) cameras of five smartphones: Apple iPhone 12, Apple iPhone 6s, Xiaomi Redmi 6 Pro, Xiaomi Redmi 9A and Samsung Galaxy S9. Each recorded video was 10 seconds long, where for the first 5 seconds the data subject was required to stay still and look at the camera, then for the last 5 seconds the subject was asked to turn their head from one side to the other (such that profile views could be captured). The videos were acquired indoors, under normal office lighting conditions.

Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 present more details on the capture of the bona-fide face videos, personalised hygienic mask attacks, and print and replay attacks, respectively.

3.1. Bona-fide face captures

Each of our 70 data subjects was asked to participate only in the bona-fide face captures. The volunteers were required to be present during two recording sessions, which on average were separated by about three weeks. The idea was to incorporate some natural (uncontrolled) variability in the acquired face videos. Figure 1 shows an example of two bona-fide video frames captured from the same data subject during the two different recording sessions – some evident natural variabilities include different hairstyles and image backgrounds (due to the use of different recording rooms, or the same room but different locations within that room).

In each recording session, the volunteers were asked to record a video of their own face using the front (i.e., selfie) camera of each of the five smartphones mentioned earlier. The face data was additionally captured while the data subjects wore plain (not personalised) hygienic masks, to simulate the scenario where face recognition might need to be performed on a masked face (e.g., during a pandemic like COVID-19). Figure 3 shows examples of video frames from the same subject, both without and with a plain hygienic mask, acquired using the five different smartphones.

![Image of face videos from different devices](image1)

![Image of face videos with masks](image2)

In selecting the volunteers for our data collection, we tried our best to have a balanced gender distribution, a wide age range, and a uniform distribution of skin colours. Figure 4 shows the distribution of genders, ages, and skin colours across our 70 data subjects. The skin colours were based on the Fitzpatrick scale (see Figure 4c), and each data subject was consulted on their opinion of their own skin colour.

From Figure 4 it is evident that our dataset consists of an almost perfectly balanced gender split, which is a notable achievement. Concerning the age distribution, we did manage to gather volunteers spanning a wide age range (from about 20-80 years old); however, most subjects were in the 20-30 age range. We also succeeded in collecting volunteers across the whole Fitzpatrick-scale skin colour spectrum; however, the majority of our data subjects were Types II and III, while skin colours on either end of the spectrum (particularly dark) were difficult to acquire.

3.2. Personalised hygienic mask attacks

For each of the 70 data subjects, a personalised hygienic mask was created from one of their best quality video
frames. The selected frames (face images) were sent to the Cadeaux Folies company in Switzerland, which generated the corresponding personalised hygienic masks.

To simulate attacks, the personalised hygienic mask for each of 69 data subjects was placed in turn onto the face of a human attacker (who was actually the 70th data subject). Figure 5 shows examples of two subjects (a man and a woman) being impersonated by the same attacker, using each of the five smartphones in turn to capture the attack.

At this stage, only one human attacker was used, so the gender, age, and skin colour of the attacker did not necessarily match those of the person being attacked; however, in a real-life attack, it is normal to expect a mismatch between the demographics of the attacker and the person being impersonated. Nevertheless, in the future we plan to extend this investigation to involve multiple human attackers with different demographic attributes. Furthermore, most of the hygienic masks exhibit a somewhat orange hue (e.g., see Figure 5), which does not correspond perfectly to the skin colour of the underlying person. So, another idea for an extension to this investigation is to generate the personalised hygienic masks using multiple suppliers (besides Cadeaux Folies), in case the quality of the printed masks differs.

Having made these observations and suggestions for future work, we must emphasize that our current dataset of personalised hygienic mask attacks is nevertheless novel and provides fertile ground for investigating the vulnerability of FR systems to this type of attack. Our vulnerability investigation is presented in Section 4.

3.3. Print and replay attacks

Our dataset also includes printed photograph and phone replay attacks. The print attacks involved printing the target’s face on a matte A4 paper, then showing this paper to each of the five smartphones in turn to record videos of the attack. For the replay attack, different phones were paired such that one of the pair was used to replay the bona-fide videos while the second (attacked) phone recorded the videos using its front camera. Figure 5 shows examples of a print and replay attack for the same data subject.

4. Vulnerability Analysis

This section analyses the vulnerability of two state-of-the-art FR systems to a personalised hygienic mask attack (based on our new dataset, described in Section 3). Section 4.1 presents our chosen FR systems, Sections 4.2 and 4.3 outline the bona-fide and PA evaluation protocols, and Section 4.4 discusses the results of our vulnerability analysis.

4.1. Face recognition systems

Modern FR systems rely on trained neural networks, CNNs or Vision Transformers, to extract representations of face images. These networks are trained to generate discriminative face features with respect to identity. The resulting feature vectors are in turn used as templates for the input face images. Then, to determine whether or not two
face images match (i.e., originate from the same person), the corresponding face templates are compared using distance or similarity measures.

The vulnerability analysis carried out in the work presented in this paper, uses an off-the-shelf neural network trained with an additive angular margin-based loss function, namely ArcFace [31]. Two backbones, IResNet100 and IResNet50, derived from a modified ResNet [30] architecture, have been selected. Both networks were trained on the MS1MV2 dataset, a semi-automatically refined version of the MS-Celeb-1M dataset [32]. Models trained with an additive angular-margin framework generate highly discriminative feature vectors for face recognition, thus reaching state-of-the-art performance on various datasets. For example, IResNet100 achieves 99.83% verification accuracy on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [33] dataset and 98.02% on the YouTube Faces (YTF) [34] dataset. Consequently, IResNet100 seems to be a good candidate for analysing the vulnerability of state-of-the-art FR systems to PAs, such as personalised hygienic mask attacks (the focus of this paper). The trained IResNet100 model attained a verification accuracy of 98.5% on our new face dataset. We include the more lightweight architecture, IResNet50, in our investigation as well. On the same dataset, the IResNet50 model achieved a verification accuracy of 97.6%.

4.2. Bona-fide evaluation protocols

This section describes the two protocols used to evaluate the accuracy of the FR systems outlined in Section 4.1. For both protocols, face images (video frames) from the first recording session were used as references, and images from the second session were used as probes. The images were 20 equally-spaced frames extracted from the corresponding face videos. Thus, the following two protocols were used:

**Protocol 1 (p1):** Both references and probes were images of full faces, without hygienic masks.

**Protocol 2 (p2):** The probes were images of faces covered by plain (not personalised) hygienic masks. The references were full face images, as in p1.

The similarities between reference and probe images were calculated in terms of cosine distance. Based on the zero-effort impostor (probe ID does not match reference ID) and genuine (probe ID matches reference ID) scores, the accept/reject decision threshold was set. Using this threshold, the Impostor Attack Presentation Match Rate (IAPMR) was calculated to evaluate the vulnerability of the face recognition systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks. The evaluation protocol for these attacks (as well as print and replay attacks) is explained in Section 4.3.

4.3. Presentation attack evaluation protocols

For each attack video, we extracted 20 equally-spaced frames, all of which were used for the PA evaluations. For both Genuine and Zero-Effort Impostor (ZEI) references and probes, we used bona-fide images (frames) of full faces, and for PAs we used the videos from all five smartphones. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/face-recognition-grand-challenge-frgc)

4.4. Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the performance of our two FR systems, IResNet100 and IResNet50, on our new face dataset, when the accept/reject decision threshold is set at FMR = 0.1% on the FRGC dataset. A different dataset was used to set the threshold to simulate the scenario where the FR systems are tuned prior to deployment (in this case, the deployment scenario is represented by our new dataset). The recognition accuracy is reported in terms of the False Match Rate (FMR) and False Non-Match Rate (FNMR), which were computed using the bona-fide protocols p1 and p2 (see Section 4.2). The same threshold was used for p1 and p2, because the FRGC dataset does not contain images of faces covered by hygienic masks, so we could not tune the threshold separately for p2.

---

4 https://github.com/deepinsight/insightface
5 The distances were multiplied by -1 to turn them into similarity scores.
Table 1. False Match Rate (FMR), False Non-Match Rate (FNMR), and Impostor Attack Presentation Match Rate (IAPMR) for the IResNet100 and IResNet50 FR systems, evaluated on our new dataset using a decision threshold set at FMR = 0.1% on the FRGC dataset. The FMR and FNMR were evaluated using the bona-fide evaluation protocols p1 and p2, while IAPMR was evaluated using the PA protocol described in Section 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>IResNet100</th>
<th>IResNet50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMR</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNMR</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPMR</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Impostor Attack Presentation Match Rate (IAPMR) for our two FR systems when different PAs on the IResNet100 and IResNet50 FR systems. The decision threshold used to calculate IAPMR was set at FMR = 0.1% (separately for each system and each evaluation protocol).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation attack (PA)</th>
<th>IResNet100</th>
<th>IResNet50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed photograph</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone replay</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalised hygienic mask</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus far, our evaluation of the vulnerability of FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks has been based on decision thresholds set at FMR = 0.1%. In this scenario, which favours system security over user convenience, we found that both the IResNet100 and IResNet50 FR systems are unlikely to be fooled by this type of attack (based on the low IAPMR values in Tables 1 and 2). However, we were interested in finding out whether the vulnerability of our FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks would increase if the systems were set to operate at different decision thresholds. Table 3 shows the IAPMR evaluated at three different thresholds (once again set on our own face dataset), to provide insight into the vulnerability of our IResNet100 systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks has been based on decision thresholds set at FMR = 0.1%. In this scenario, which favours system security over user convenience, we found that both the IResNet100 and IResNet50 FR systems are unlikely to be fooled by this type of attack (based on the low IAPMR values in Tables 1 and 2). However, we were interested in finding out whether the vulnerability of our FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks would increase if the systems were set to operate at different decision thresholds. Table 3 shows the IAPMR evaluated at three different thresholds (once again set on our own face dataset), to provide insight into the vulnerability of our IResNet100 systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks.
and IResNet50 FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks when the FR systems are tuned to operate in higher-system-security versus higher-user-convenience scenarios.

There are several important observations from Table 3. Firstly, it is clear that the vulnerability of both FR systems to personalised hygienic mask attacks increases when the decision threshold is set to favour user convenience over system security. For example, under evaluation protocol p1, when the threshold is set at FMR = 0.1% (higher security) the IAPMR for both IResNet100 and IResNet50 is less than 2%. On the other hand, when the threshold is set at FNMR = 1% (higher convenience), the IAPMR jumps to 44.2% for IResNet100 and 66.8% for IResNet50. These findings indicate that personalised hygienic mask attacks may pose a serious threat to FR systems that are tuned towards optimising user convenience. As for systems that are tuned to value security and convenience equally, for example by setting the threshold at the Equal Error Rate (EER), our results show an IAPMR of 12.9% for IResNet100 and 17.4% for IResNet50. These figures suggest that, in this type of general face recognition scenario, where there is an equal trade-off between security and convenience, personalised hygienic mask attacks present a non-negligible threat to the FR systems. For example, an IAPMR of 12.9% (17.4%) implies that about 13 (17) out of every 100 attacks would be falsely accepted as a real authentication attempt by a genuine user of the FR system.

Another important observation from Table 3 is that, for all three threshold settings, both IResNet100 and IResNet50 are significantly more vulnerable to personalised hygienic mask attacks under evaluation protocol p2 than p1. This is especially the case when the thresholds are set to favour user convenience (e.g., at FNMR = 1%) or to strike an equal compromise between system security and user convenience (at EER). For example, when the threshold is set at EER using evaluation protocol p2, for both FR systems the IAPMR is close to 50%, suggesting that half of all personalised hygienic mask attacks would succeed in fooling the FR systems. When the threshold is set at FNMR = 1%, the vulnerability jumps to over 90%. Since the attacks in p1 and p2 are the same, this difference in the IAPMRs between the two protocols can be attributed mainly to the worse recognition accuracy of the two FR systems under p2, which is when the probe faces are occluded by a (plain) hygienic mask.

For example, Figure 7 illustrates the IAPMRs for IResNet100 at the three different decision thresholds, for evaluation protocols p1 and p2. The thresholds and corresponding IAPMR values are plotted along with the score distributions of the bona-fide “genuine” and “zero-effort impostor (ZEI)” face presentations, as well as the “presentation attack” score distribution corresponding to personalised hygienic mask attacks. Note that, for an IAPMR of 0, we would expect to see full separation between the “genuine” and “presentation attack” score distributions. A visual comparison of the p1 and p2 distributions in Figure 7 shows that there is a much greater separation between the “ZEI” and “genuine” distributions in p1 than in p2. In fact, the “genuine” distribution for p2 is much more spread out than for p1. Consequently, the “presentation attack” distribution overlaps much more with the “genuine” distribution in p2 than in p1, resulting in a higher IAPMR. This is because a higher IAPMR indicates a greater likelihood of mistaking a PA for a genuine face, which increases as the threshold moves from FMR = 0.1% to FNMR = 1%.

A final observation from Table 3 is that, in general, the IResNet50 FR system seems slightly more vulnerable than IResNet100 to personalised hygienic mask attacks. To fully understand the reason for this, as part of our future work we intend to perform an in-depth investigation into the vulner-

---

7Recall that p2 represents the scenario where users enroll into the FR system using full face images, but then they attempt to be recognised when wearing a plain (non-personalised) hygienic mask. In contrast, for p1, both enrollment and recognition are performed using full face images.
abilities of several different types of FR systems.

Overall, our vulnerability analysis shows that state-of-the-art FR systems, such as IResNet100 and IResNet50, are vulnerable to personalised hygienic mask attacks to some extent, depending on the threshold that is used for accept/reject decisions in the underlying FR system. The more this threshold is tuned towards improving user convenience (i.e., reducing the FNMR), the more vulnerable the FR system becomes. This is particularly the case for FR systems that are set up to perform face recognition on faces occluded by (standard, non-personalised) hygienic masks. Our results show that, in this scenario, close to 50% of the attacks would be accepted as genuine authentication attempts when the decision threshold is set at the EER, and over 90% of the attacks would fool the system when the threshold is set at an FNMR of 1%. So, our findings indicate that it is important to consider ways of mitigating this type of attack in practice, especially considering the ease with which such attacks can be launched by practically anyone.

5. Conclusion

This paper made two important contributions towards improving the security of FR systems. Firstly, we presented a new, publicly available dataset of face videos captured using the ‘selfie’ cameras of five smartphones. The videos were acquired from 70 data subjects, spanning a wide range of ages and skin colours, with an almost equal male/female split. Both full and partially masked (via a plain hygienic mask) faces were captured. The dataset additionally contains videos of three presentation attacks: printed photograph, phone replay, and personalised hygienic mask. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first public dataset to include personalised hygienic mask attacks. This attack involves printing the bottom part of a genuine (enrolled) user’s face image onto a hygienic mask, then placing the mask on an attacker’s face. Therefore, our new dataset will enable researchers to study the vulnerability of FR systems to these types of attacks and to test the efficacy of their Presentation Attack Detection (PAD) algorithms, as well as to evaluate the accuracy of FR systems in general.

Our second main contribution was an analysis of the vulnerability of two state-of-the-art FR systems, IResNet100 and IResNet50, to personalised hygienic mask attacks. We found that, although these systems are significantly more likely to be fooled by a printed photo or phone replay attack, they are still vulnerable to personalised hygienic mask attacks to some extent, depending on the decision threshold of the underlying FR system. In particular, as the threshold is tuned more towards optimising user convenience (i.e., decreasing FNMR), the system becomes more vulnerable to the attack. For a threshold set at the EER, to balance user convenience and system security, our experiments showed an IAPMR of 12.9% (17.4%) for IResNet100 (IResNet50). The IAPMR was found to increase significantly, to approximately 50%, when the FR systems were tuned to perform recognition on faces partially occluded by plain (standard) hygienic masks. Therefore, our findings indicate that personalised hygienic mask attacks may present a threat to FR systems in practice, particularly considering the ease with which such attacks can be launched by the average person.

Our plans for future work include extending our dataset and vulnerability investigation to include a larger number of attackers, different manufacturers for the personalised hygienic masks, a wider range of lighting conditions for the face data acquisition, and several different types of FR systems. We also intend to explore suitable PAD algorithms for thwarting this type of attack.
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